
Call for volunteers

EXIT Festival

Period: 5-9 July 2017
Place: Petrovaradin Fortress, Novi Sad, Serbia
Deadline to apply: Monday (19 June) 14:00 h.
Dear friends,
Center for Intercultural Dialogue is looking for a team of enthusiastic volunteers for the EXIT Festival. As
one of the biggest summer festivals in the area, EXIT is offering outstanding musical performances by
local and international artists, but it also provides a large variety of interactive activities prepared by and
for young people, in which the guests of the festival can take part.
CID will take part in EXIT with a team of volunteers who will organise activities for the attending guests
during the 4 days of the festival in the period from 19 to 23 hours. The activities will be diverse, including
drawing a puzzle game, playing quizes and energizers, preparing baloons with messages etc.
What is required from you as a volunteer?
- To be 18+
- To be actively involved during the whole period of the festival
- To be familiar with the principles of non-formal education
- Preference will be given to active volunteers of the CID Volunteer Club
What benefits will you get?
- Free tickets to access all the concert venues
- Free accommodation for the period of the festival
- Making new friends and discovering NGOs from around the area
- A lot of fun and a colorful memory from the Summer of 2017
About EXIT:
EXIT Summer of Love festival will present a perfect combo of live and electronic acts, the mixture of
various music genres, from famous rock and pop to cutting edge techno acts, all the way to stages
dedicated to metal, punk, hard-core, reggae and experimetal music. Such diverse program is possible due
to EXIT’s 30+ stages and festival zones each year spread across colossal moats throughout the fortress,
hosting thousands of diverse artists! More information about the festival is available here.

How to apply?
In order to apply, please fill in the following Google Form until Monday (19 June) 14:00 h.
For more information, contact info@cid.mk or call at 071 390192.

